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A B S T R A C T

We developed kinetic models of hydrogen absorption in Ti and Zr. The models comprise series connections of the
hydrogen-transport processes of surface dissociative adsorption and recombinative desorption; subsurface
transport; and bulk diffusion. Numerical calculations using the models quantitatively reproduce the results of
experimental series of time-transient absorption curves at various temperatures, demonstrating the validity of
our models. Experimental desorption curves at various temperatures are also reproduced by the same model
equations and kinetic parameters, particularly for Zr, demonstrating the dual functionality of our single model
for hydrogen-transport directions. We use an effectiveness factor defined as the ratio between the real absorption
rate and the virtual rate neglecting bulk diffusion. The transitions of the rate-determining steps of hydrogen
transport in Ti and Zr under various conditions – such as temperature, pressure, and metal object size and shape
– are systematically analyzed. As a case study to test the applicability of our model, hydrogen accumulation in
the fuel claddings of light-water nuclear reactors was simulated to determine the cladding thickness required to
prevent hydrogen embrittlement during the practical operation period. Our versatile kinetic models could be a
useful tool that can aid the structural design and optimization of nuclear materials and facilities.

1. Introduction

Ti and Zr, and their hydrides, are important materials in applica-
tions such as hydrogen storage [1–5] and in nuclear reactor compo-
nents [6–9]. Due to the importance of gaining an understanding of Ti
and Zr hydrogenation processes, a number of studies have been con-
ducted toward understand the kinetics in the hydrogen–Ti [10,11] and
hydrogen–Zr [12–15] systems. Ti is used as a material for condenser
tubes in nuclear reactors, owing to its high mechanical robustness and
corrosion resistance against the sea water [6,16]. Due to its highly
hydrogen-absorptive property, Ti is also used in sublimation pumps for
hydrogen environments and for the long-term storage of tritium [11].
Zr is used in fuel claddings in light-water nuclear reactors for its high
corrosion resistance as well as its low absorption cross-section for
thermal neutrons which avoids slowing the fission reactions [17]. Ti
and Zr alloys and hydrides are also promising for nuclear fusion ap-
plications, for example in reactors, as a coolant additives, and as ra-
diation shielding [9,18,19]. Additionally, for hydrogen-storage appli-
cations, doping of Ti or Zr to low-surface-activity hydrogen-absorbing
metals such as Mg can enhance the dissociative adsorption and re-

combinative desorption of hydrogen molecules [20].
Ti and Zr have some of the highest hydrogen-absorption capacities

among metals [21]. The formation of Ti or Zr hydride through the
absorption of hydrogen present in an operational environment causes
problematic hydrogen embrittlement that can induce cracking and
blistering of equipment [21]. There are three sources of hydrogen in
nuclear reactors: (1) dissolved hydrogen existing in the cooling water or
vapor, (2) radiation-induced decomposition of water, and (3) a che-
mical reaction between Zr and water (Zr + 2H2O→ ZrO2 + 2H2) in the
corrosion of Zr by water liquid or vapor [17]. Degradation by hydrogen
embrittlement of the materials used in the construction of equipment
can lead to fatal accidents such as the leakage of radioactive material or
hydrogen detonation. Therefore, it is important to understand and
consequently control hydrogen absorption into metallic components to
prevent hydrogen embrittlement. The mechanism of hydrogen absorp-
tion in metals, however, has not been fully understood [22]. In the
present study, we analyze the kinetics of hydrogen-absorption processes
in Ti and Zr and develop hydrogen-transport models that are applicable
to various shapes of metal parts at various temperatures.
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2. Theory and calculation methods

2.1. Ti

The basic process of hydrogen absorption by metals proceeds as
follows: First, gaseous hydrogen molecules dissociate into atoms at the
metal surface, and then adsorb to surface sites. The hydrogen atoms
migrate from the surface sites to subsurface sites, and eventually into
the bulk where they diffuse. The region known as the subsurface is
identified and defined in the literature [23–26], and is located at the
transition region between the surface and the bulk of a material. The
subsurface typically consists of one or two atomic monolayers lying
immediately below the surface, and has a different chemical environ-
ment than either the surface or the bulk regions. Importantly, there is a
difference in the activation energies for hydrogen absorption within the
subsurface and bulk regions. For metals that have high surface activities
for the dissociative adsorption of hydrogen molecules, such as Pd and
Ti, the transport of hydrogen across the subsurface region often be-
comes the rate-determining step of hydrogen absorption. This lies in
contrast to metals with lower surface activities, such as Mg and Zr. A
significant discrepancy is frequently observed for the atomic coverage
at the surface versus that at the subsurface – in high-surface-activity
metals featuring low activation energies or low potential barriers – for
the dissociative surface adsorption of hydrogen [24,25]. Therefore,
hydrogen transport across the subsurface should be taken into account
when developing numerical models intended to be used for highly ac-
curate simulations of the net absorption rates of high-surface-activity
metals. The earlier model for hydrogen absorption in Ti, proposed by
Brown et al. [11], which did not account for the subsurface, had lim-
itations such that it did not reproduce experimental data for the high-
hydrogen-content regime. We have developed a versatile kinetic model
of hydrogen absorption into Ti which accounts for the subsurface
transport process. The basic concept of our model is schematically de-
picted in Fig. 1. We accounted for hydrogen fluxes related to the sur-
face-adsorption and surface-desorption processes, subsurface transport
between the surface and the bulk, and diffusion in the bulk region. The
mass balances for the fractional coverages (occupancy) at the surface
and subsurface (θ and θss, respectively) and the hydrogen content X
[mol-H/mol-Ti] can be expressed as follows:

= +N d
dt

J J J Js ads des sb bs (1)

=N d
dt

J J Js
ss

sb bs dif (2)

=N V
A

dX
dt

J Jb b
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where Jads and Jdes are the hydrogen fluxes for the surface adsorption
and desorption processes, respectively; Jsb and Jbs are the hydrogen
fluxes for the inward and outward subsurface transport, respectively;
Jdif is the hydrogen flux for the diffusion in the bulk region; Ns

(2.16 × 10–5 mol·m−2) is the number of atomic sites per unit of surface
area of Ti; Nb (9.4 × 104 mol·m−3) is the number of atomic sites per
unit of volume of Ti; Vb is the volume of Ti; and A is the surface area of

Ti. Ns and Nb are determined by
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where NA is the Avogadro constant, ρ is the mass density of Ti, and M is
the molar mass of Ti. The Jads, Jdes [11], Jsb, Jbs [26], and Jdif values are
calculated as follows:
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where S0 is the capturing coefficient; PH2 and MH2 are the partial
pressure and molar mass of hydrogen, respectively; R and T are the
ideal gas constant and the absolute temperature, respectively; kdes0

(1.08 × 108 mol·m−2 s−1 [11]), ksb0, and kbs0 are the frequency factors
for the surface desorption, and the inward and outward subsurface
transport of hydrogen atoms, respectively; Edes (1.17 × 105 J·mol−1

[11]), Esb, Ebs, and Edif (5.3 × 104 J·mol−1 [27]) are the activation
energy values for the desorption, inward and outward subsurface
transport, and diffusion of hydrogen in the bulk region, respectively;
DH

0 (9.0 × 10–7 m2·s−1 [27]) is the pre-factor of the diffusion coeffi-
cient of hydrogen; and C is the local concentration of hydrogen in the
bulk. Assuming that the adsorption to and desorption from the Ti sur-
face are in equilibrium [11,28,29] owing to the high surface activity of
Ti, from Eqs. (6) and (7), θ can be expressed as

=
+1 (11)
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S0(T) is given by [11] as
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PH2 is determined via the ideal gas law as
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where P0 is the initial hydrogen pressure, Vch, is the chamber volume,

Fig. 1. Conceptual schematic diagram of
our calculation model for hydrogen absorp-
tion into Ti. Jads and Jdes are the hydrogen
fluxes for the surface adsorption and deso-
rption processes, respectively; Jsb and Jbs are
the fluxes for the migration of hydrogen
from the surface to the subsurface, and from
the subsurface to the surface, respectively;
Jdif is the hydrogen flux for diffusion in the
bulk region; and θ and θss are the fractional
coverages at the surface and subsurface, re-
spectively.
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X0 is the initial hydrogen content in Ti, and nTi is the number of moles of
Ti. Based on this model, we numerically solve the differential equations
for one-dimensional transport using the finite-difference method to
calculate the time evolution of the spatial hydrogen-concentration
profile in Ti and thus X. For Ti plates, we apply the symmetric boundary
condition or assume no flux of hydrogen on the central plane in Ti
(z= 0), which is equivalent to simulating absorption from two opposite
Ti surfaces. For Ti columns and spheres, we employ the axisymmetric
and spherical symmetric coordinate systems [30], respectively. The Ti
plates and columns are assumed to have infinite area and length, only
accounting for the hydrogen transport in the directions of the plate
thickness and column radius, respectively. We considered ksb0, kbs0, Esb,
and Ebs to be the fitting parameters for the transport of hydrogen atoms
between the Ti surface and subsurface, and we determined them by
using numerical fitting.

2.2. Zr

Subsurface transport seldom becomes rate-determining for hy-
drogen absorption or desorption in Zr owing to its low surface activity.
This lies in contrast to the high-surface-activity metals such as Pd and
Ti, which lead to a significant influence of the surface adsorption and
desorption rates on the overall hydrogen-transport rate. For this reason,
we did not account for the subsurface in our hydrogen-transport model
for Zr. The mass balances for θ and X can be expressed as follows:

=N d
dt

J J Js ads des dif (15)

=N V
A

dX
dt

J Jb b
ads des (16)

For Zr, from Eqs. (4) and (5), Ns = 2.04 × 10–5 mol·m−2 and
Nb = 7.15 × 104 mol·m−3. The Jads, Jdes, and Jdif values can be cal-
culated as follows:
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and Eq. (10) for Jdif. The variable kads0 is the frequency factor for the
surface adsorption of hydrogen atoms. Earlier hydrogen-absorption

models for Zr comprised Jads and Jdes in the forms of zeroth- [15] and
second- [13] order equations in terms of θ. Nevertheless, there has been
no numerical model that can reproduce experimental data for the ab-
sorption and desorption processes from the low- to high-hydrogen-
content region. In this study, we assumed a first-order dependence on θ
for Jads and Jdes. As a reference, Fig. S1 shows an example of the fitting
result of our model with a second-order dependence on θ for Jads and
Jdes to the experimental hydrogen absorption curves of Ref. [12] for Zr
at several temperatures. The reproducibility of the experimental data
for the second-order case was observed lower than that for the first-
order case to be presented in Section 3.2. From Ref. [12], we employed
the values: DH

0 = 1.09 × 10–7 m2·s−1, Edif = 4.77 × 104 J·mol−1. We
considered kads0, kdes0, Eads, and Edes to be the fitting parameters, and
determined them using numerical fitting.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Ti

To demonstrate the validity of our kinetic model, we numerically
produce results that match a set of experimental data for hydrogen
absorption in Ti. Here we adopted the experimental values for hydrogen
absorption into Ti plates, reported by Hirooka et al. [10], because it
presents a series of time-evolution data for the hydrogen content in Ti at
a variety of temperatures. Their experimental conditions were as fol-
lows: The size of the Ti plates was 1.0 cm × 1.3 cm × 1.0 mm. The
initial pressure in the chamber, P0, was 1.3 × 104 Pa. The chamber
volume, Vch, is not explicitly described in Ref. [10], so it was estimated
to be 2.95 × 10–3 m3 through the combination of Eq. (14) and

= + + ×P atm X
X

X T K
[ ] exp 15.84 0.7 2 ln

2
1.6 10

[ ]eq eq
eq

eq

4

(19)

where Pβ-eq is the equilibrium pressure in the gas phase when Ti is in its
β phase and Xeq is the equilibrium hydrogen content in Ti [31]. The
combined equation was applied to the data at equilibrium for the β-
phase region in Ref. [10]. Fig. 2 presents the fit of our model's calcu-
lation to the experimental hydrogen-absorption curves of Ref. [10] for
Ti at several temperatures. We considered the kinetic parameters ksb0,
kbs0, Esb, and Ebs to be the numerical fitting parameters. We determined
ksb0, kbs0, Esb, and Ebs to be 8.56 × 1012 s−1, 7.77 × 1013 s−1,
1.36 × 105 J·mol−1, and 1.60 × 105 J·mol−1, respectively, for the
transport of atomic hydrogen between the Ti surface and its subsurface.
As can be observed in Fig. 2, we have demonstrated that the numerical
calculations fit experimental data for a series of hydrogen absorption at
different temperatures using a single set of material parameters. From
another point of view, we have been able to finely extract the pre-
viously unknown kinetic parameters using the series of fittings. As a
reference, the fitting result of our model, with the same single set of
parameter values for kads0, kdes0, Eads, and Edes as those for Fig. 2 for all
calculations, to the experimental hydrogen desorption curves of Ref.
[10] for Ti at several temperatures, is shown in Fig. S2. At higher
temperatures, the experimental desorption curves are thus moderately
reproduced by the same model equations and kinetic parameters for
absorption, demonstrating the functionality of our single model for
both hydrogen-transport directions.

After we obtained the kinetic parameters, we were able to perform
simulations. Here, we analyzed the dependence of the hydrogen-ab-
sorption rate on a Ti piece's size and shape. Fig. 3 depicts numerical
simulation results for the hydrogen-absorption curves for Ti plates of
various thicknesses, under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at 600 °C. As
the thickness of the Ti plates decreased, the hydrogen-absorption rate
increased. This could be attributed to the smaller rate-determining ef-
fect by bulk diffusion in the thinner Ti plates owing to the sustainability
of the hydrogen-concentration gradient. Fig. 4 depicts the numerically
simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for a Ti plate, column, and

Fig. 2. Hydrogen-absorption curves for Ti at various temperatures (marks: ex-
perimental data [10], lines: calculation result). The fitting parameters were
ksb0 = 8.56 × 1012 s−1, kbs0 = 7.77 × 1013 s−1, Esb = 1.36 × 105 J·mol−1,
and Ebs = 1.60 × 105 J·mol−1 for all calculations.
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sphere with a size (thickness or diameter) of 0.5 mm under a hydrogen
pressure of 1 atm at 600 °C. Among these different shapes of Ti, the
hydrogen-absorption rate varied as follows: sphere > column >
plate, for the same given dimension. The trend of this result is attrib-
uted to the difference in the specific surface area (surface area-to-vo-
lume ratio) among these different shapes. In addition, as can be ob-
served in Figs. 3 and 4, we note that the equilibrium hydrogen contents
of the objects are equal to one another, regardless of Ti sizes or shapes,
because the equilibrium hydrogen content depends only on the hy-
drogen pressure and temperature.

Here we analyze the rate-determining steps of the overall hydrogen
transport process. In Ref. [26], we defined the effectiveness factor, η, as
the ratio of the actual hydrogen-absorption rate to the virtually calcu-
lated non-bulk-diffusion-controlled hydrogen-absorption rate. Numeri-
cally, η is calculated as η = robs/rideal, where robs and rideal are the ac-
tually observed hydrogen-absorption rate that accounts for bulk
diffusion, and the virtual absorption rate that was calculated neglecting
the bulk-diffusion process, which had been assumed to be much faster
than the other processes. Concretely, each hydrogen-absorption rate is
calculated as r = dX/dt. The factor η was specifically calculated in the
high-hydrogen-content range, where η becomes constant [26]. For
practical applications, the total hydrogen-absorption duration is mainly
dominated by the duration of the absorption process in the high-

hydrogen-content range, where the absorption rate becomes lower and
therefore the process requires more time. The factor η enables us to
quantitatively evaluate the influence of each transport process and to
determine the rate-determining step for different metal species and
objects (e.g., sizes and shapes). Fig. 5 presents the calculated values of η
for Ti plates of various thicknesses under hydrogen pressures of 1 and
1000 atm at 400 °C and 600 °C. The influence of the pressure increase
on the change in η is small, which is attributed to the fact that the
surface adsorption rate, which is strongly influenced by the hydrogen
pressure, is sufficiently high relative to the bulk-diffusion rate, even
under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm. In contrast, the higher temperature
is observed to significantly decrease η. This trend is explained as fol-
lows. From Eqs. (8) and (10), the increase in Jsb on temperature is larger
than that for Jdif, due to Esb being greater than Edif. Therefore, the re-
lative influence of bulk diffusion on the overall absorption rate in-
creases at higher temperatures. The influence of bulk diffusion on the
overall absorption rate also increases because the subsurface transport
approaches equilibrium owing to the decreased Jsb and increased Jbs,
which is due to the decreased θ at higher temperatures. In contrast,
subsurface transport tends to be rate-determining at lower temperatures
because Esb is higher than Edif, represented by larger η. There is a region
of intermediate temperatures and thicknesses where one can neglect
neither bulk-diffusion nor subsurface kinetics. Fig. 6 presents the cal-
culated η values for Ti plates, columns, and spheres of various sizes
(thicknesses or diameters) under 1 atm of hydrogen at 600 °C. For any
shape made of Ti, η approaches unity, which corresponds to a state of
subsurface transport control in the smaller size region; the enlargement
of a Ti object shifts the state into one of bulk-diffusion control. This
trend is attributed to the fact that the influence of bulk diffusion on the
overall hydrogen-absorption rate decreases due to the decreased dif-
fusion distance in the bulk for smaller Ti objects. It can be also observed
from Fig. 6 that η increases in the order of plate < column < sphere,
which is because spheres have smaller relative volumes and thus a
smaller contribution of bulk diffusion that influence than do plates.

3.2. Zr

For Zr, we numerically reproduced, with our kinetic model, a set of
experimental data for hydrogen absorption and desorption. We adopted
the experimental data for hydrogen absorption and desorption in Zr
plates by Gulbransen et al. [12] and Terrani et al. [15], respectively. For
absorption [12], the dimensions of the Zr plate were
7.7 mm × 7.7 mm × 0.13 mm. The pressure in the chamber was kept
constant at 6.7 × 103 Pa. The chamber volume was not described in

Fig. 3. Simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for Ti plates of various thick-
nesses under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at 600 °C.

Fig. 4. Simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for a Ti plate, column, and
sphere of a dimension (thickness or diameter) of 0.5 mm under a hydrogen
pressure of 1 atm at 600 °C.

Fig. 5. Calculated η values for Ti plates of various thicknesses under hydrogen
pressures of 1 and 1000 atm at 400 °C and 600 °C.
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Ref. [12], but this information is not necessary for numerical simula-
tions owing to the constant hydrogen pressure. We used the reported
experimental absorption curves for the temperatures of 175 °C, 200 °C,
225 °C, and 250 °C. The 150 °C data was considered anomalous and was
not included, because the curves for 175, 200, 225, and 250 °C lined up
at equal distances, while the curve for 150 °C unnaturally overlapped
with the one for 175 °C. In addition, the 150 °C data had been recorded
for only a truncated time range relative to the other temperatures,
which was not sufficient for our numerical fitting. For desorption [15],
the dimensions of the Zr circular plates were a diameter of 14 mm and a
thickness of 1.04 mm. The initial pressure in the chamber was assumed
to be 1.0 × 10–3 Pa. The chamber volume was 1.95 × 10–5 m3. We
employed the experimental desorption curves for the temperatures of
863 °C, 881 °C, and 920 °C out of the reported data. The other two
temperatures were considered anomalous and were not included. For
the 798 °C data, the given equilibrium pressure of 0.066 MPa and hy-
drogen content of 1.581 corresponds simply via the ideal gas law to a
gas-phase pressure of 229 K, which was unrealistically low. For the
902 °C data, its hydrogen content unnaturally overlapped with that for
881 °C in the earlier time region and went even below that for 920 °C in
the later time region, as observed in Fig. S3. Figs. 7 and 8 present the
fitting results of our model to the experimental hydrogen absorption
and desorption curves of Refs. [12,15], respectively, for Zr at several
temperatures. For numerical fitting, we considered kads0, kdes0, Eads, and
Edes to be the fitting parameters. Through numerical fitting, we de-
termined the kinetic parameters kads0, kdes0, Eads, and Edes to be
9.62 × 102 s−1, 3.00 × 107 s−1, 7.60 × 104 J·mol−1, and 1.14 × 105

J·mol−1, respectively. The Eads and Edes values that we obtained are
similar to the experimentally determined values of 8.6 × 104 J·mol−1

[15] and 1.13 × 105 J·mol−1 [13], respectively. Importantly, as can be
observed in Figs. 7 and 8, trends calculated by our model closely re-
produced both the absorption and desorption experimental curves at
various temperatures with a single set of kinetic parameters. There
results validate our model for both hydrogen-transport directions, ab-
sorption and desorption.

Similarly to our analyses with Ti in the previous subsection, here we
analyze the dependence of the hydrogen-absorption rate on the size and
shape of Zr objects. Fig. 9 shows numerical simulation results for the
hydrogen-absorption curves for Zr plates of various thicknesses under a
hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at 200 °C. For the thinner Zr plates, the
hydrogen-absorption rate increased. Again, this is attributed to the
lesser influence of bulk diffusion for the thinner Zr plates, owing to the
sustainability of the hydrogen concentration gradient. Fig. 10 depicts
the numerically simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for a Zr plate,

column, and sphere of 0.05 mm in size (thickness or diameter) and
under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 200 °C.
Among the different shapes, the hydrogen-absorption rate varied as
follows: sphere > column > plate, for the same dimension, owing to
the difference in specific surface area.

For the analysis of the rate-determining steps of the overall hy-
drogen-transport process for Zr, Fig. 11 shows the calculated η values
for Zr plates of various thicknesses under hydrogen pressures of 1 and
10 atm and at 200 °C and 400 °C. Similar to the case of Ti, η was found
to decrease when the temperature was increased. Nevertheless, in
contrast to the case with Ti, η significantly decreases by the pressure
increase from 1 to 10 atm. This large dependence of η on the hydrogen
pressure is attributed to the fact that bulk diffusion becomes rate-de-
termining as the surface adsorption and desorption processes approach
equilibrium by the pressure increase because subsurface transport can
be neglected for Zr. Fig. 12 shows the calculated η values for Zr plates,
columns, and spheres of various sizes (thicknesses or diameters) under a

Fig. 6. Calculated η values for Ti plates, columns, and spheres of various di-
mensions (thicknesses or diameters) under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at
600 °C.

Fig. 7. Hydrogen-absorption curves for Zr at various temperatures (marks:
experimental data [12], lines: calculation result). The fitting parameters were
kads0 = 9.62 × 102 s−1, kdes0 = 3.00 × 107 s−1, Eads = 7.60 × 104 J·mol−1,
and Edes = 1.14 × 105 J·mol−1 for all calculations.

Fig. 8. Hydrogen-desorption curves for Zr at various temperatures (marks:
experimental data [15], lines: calculation result). The same single set of para-
meter values for kads0, kdes0, Eads, and Edes as those for Fig. 7 was used for all
calculations.
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hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at 200 °C. For a Zr object of any shape, η
approaches unity, which corresponds to the state of surface-adsorption/
desorption control in the smaller size region, and for larger Zr objects
turns the state into one of bulk-diffusion control. This tendency is at-
tributed to the influence of the bulk diffusion on the overall hydrogen-
absorption rate decreasing due to the shorter diffusion distance in the
bulk for Zr objects of small sizes. It can also be observed in Fig. 12 that η
increases in the order of plate < column < sphere, because spheres
have smaller relative volumes for a given size, and thus a lesser bulk-
diffusion influence than for plates, similar to the case of Ti.

3.3. Case study simulations

Herein we include a case study to demonstrate the usefulness of our
numerical model. Using the hydrogen-absorption model for Zr, we in-
vestigated hydrogen transport and accumulation in nuclear fuel clad-
dings. Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4 are commonly used as cladding ma-
terials to cover the fuel rods in the pressurized chambers of nuclear
reactors [32]. Zircaloys mainly consist of Zr, with mass fractions larger
than 98%, and therefore we apply our model for Zr to the fuel clad-
dings. In a reactor, fuel claddings are surrounded by cooling water or
vapor, and the reaction between Zr and water generates hydrogen.
Subsequent absorption of the hydrogen into the fuel cladding causes its
hydrogen embrittlement.

First, we use our kinetic model to numerically reproduce the ex-
perimental data of hydrogen absorption in a nuclear fuel cladding re-
ported by Cox et al. [33]. A number of the experimental conditions
required for our numerical calculations are not described in Ref. [33].
Therefore, we employed common values for practical nuclear plants
given in the literatures [34–37]. The outer diameter and thickness of
the fuel cladding were 10.54 mm and 0.60 mm, respectively [37]. The
temperature of the cooling water or vapor was 285 °C [34]. The tem-
perature difference between the cooling water and the outer surface of
the fuel cladding was 35 °C [35], and therefore the temperature of the
outer surface of the fuel cladding was 320 °C. The spatial temperature
slope in the interior of the fuel cladding, in the direction of the cladding
radius, was 60 °C·mm−1 [36], and thus the temperature of the inner
surface of the fuel cladding was 356 °C. The partial pressure of hy-
drogen was assumed to be 1.0 × 10–4 Pa, simply from the solubility
product and molar volume of water. For the calculation, we treated the
fuel cladding as an infinitely long circular tube, only accounting for the
hydrogen transport in the direction of the tube radius. Fig. 13 presents
the fitting result of our model calculation to the experimental hy-
drogen-absorption curve of Ref. [33]. Through numerical fitting, we

Fig. 9. Simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for Zr plates of various thick-
nesses under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at 200 °C.

Fig. 10. Simulated hydrogen-absorption curves for a Zr plate, column, and
sphere of a dimension (thickness or diameter) of 0.05 mm under a hydrogen
pressure of 1 atm at 200 °C.

Fig. 11. Calculated η values for Zr plates of various thicknesses under hydrogen
pressures of 1 and 10 atm at 200 °C and 400 °C.

Fig. 12. Calculated η values for Zr plates, columns, and spheres of various di-
mensions (thicknesses or diameters) under a hydrogen pressure of 1 atm at
200 °C.
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determined the kinetic parameters kads0, kdes0, Eads, and Edes to be
9.62 × 102 s−1, 3.00 × 107 s−1, 1.01 × 105 J·mol−1, and 1.53 × 105

J·mol−1, respectively. These parameters are slightly different from
those determined in the previous section for the Zr–gaseous-hydrogen
system, presumably because the fuel cladding was surrounded by water
molecules, which may increase Eads and Edes. Another potential ex-
planation is that ZrO2 generated by the reaction between the fuel
cladding and water covers the surface of the fuel cladding to form a
stable oxide-layer barrier, which could also increase Eads and Edes. We
find that our hydrogen-absorption model is applicable to the me-
tal–hydrogen systems in practical nuclear reactors.

Second, having obtained the kinetic parameters for hydrogen ab-
sorption in common fuel claddings, we performed simulations. Here, as
a case study, we evaluated the thickness of fuel claddings on the basis of
the operating conditions of a nuclear reactor. Fuel claddings are typi-
cally replaced and renewed every three years, simultaneously with the
replacement of the fuel [38]. Accordingly, we determined the required
thickness of the fuel cladding to satisfy the condition that the hydrogen
content in the fuel cladding would not exceed 30 ppm, a concentration
that would potentially cause severe hydrogen embrittlement [39],
within three years. Fig. 14 presents the calculated dependence of the
hydrogen content in the fuel cladding on the cladding thickness after
three years. The required fuel-cladding thickness to prevent hydrogen
embrittlement was found to be 0.25 mm, while the typical thicknesses

of current practical fuel claddings are around 0.6–0.7 mm [37,40].
Fig. 15 depicts the numerically simulated hydrogen-absorption curve
for a fuel cladding of 0.25 mm in thickness. In this manner, our kinetic
model enables estimations, for example, of required cladding thick-
nesses for given conditions, such as fuel replacement frequencies, in
view of hydrogen embrittlement.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we firstly developed a kinetic numerical model for
hydrogen absorption in Ti accounting for the subsurface transport,
which closely reproduces experimental data taken at various tempera-
tures. We simulated the dependence of the hydrogen-absorption rate on
the size and shape of Ti. For Zr, we developed a single model that re-
produces experiments for both hydrogen absorption and desorption. We
analyzed the influence of changes in the temperature and pressure on
the transition of the rate-determining steps for hydrogen transport in Ti
and Zr. Finally, as a case study, we demonstrated the applicability of
our kinetic model. We evaluated the required thickness of fuel cladding
in terms of hydrogen embrittlement according to the practical operating
conditions of a nuclear reactor, such as the replacement frequency of
fuel rods, by employing the model that we developed.
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Fig. 13. Hydrogen-absorption curve for a nuclear fuel cladding (marks: ex-
perimental data, lines: calculation result). The fitting parameters were
kads0 = 9.62 × 102 s−1, kdes0 = 3.00 × 107 s−1, Eads = 1.01 × 105 J·mol−1,
and Edes = 1.53 × 105 J·mol−1.

Fig. 14. Calculated dependence of the hydrogen content (in the fuel cladding)
on the cladding thickness after three years of operational use in a nuclear re-
actor.

Fig. 15. Simulated hydrogen-absorption curve for a fuel cladding with a
thickness of 0.25 mm.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2020.100751.
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